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Users cannot understand how to use systems 
intuitively in a speech interface.

In a speech interface, the explanation and 
example usages need to be told verbally.

In web search interface

name of temples

name of items Address

Clear Search

In speech interface.

Help messages decrease this gap.

How can I say to 
get information ?

I should say like 
"summary of 

Kiyomizu Temple".

I could not 
understand. 

Please say it again.

To get information 
about temples, ask 
me a question with 

both a name of 
temples and a name 

of items.

What is a dynamic help ?GoalBack ground

Contents of help messages should change 
according to user's knowledge.

Tell me something
about Kiyomizu temple.

Ask me a question 
with both a name of 
temples and a name 

of items.

You can get 
information about 
temples, for example, 
by saying "summary", 
"address", as a name of 
items.

ASR result
FILLER FILLER Kiyomizu temple

Contents change according to 
the user's knowledge

Dynamic Help Generation Classification of In-grammar Utterances

Goal

User's utterances
in dialogue

Help messages
provided by the system

Experimental Evaluation

Utterance Classification for Help Generation

Help is generated by estimating the gap between user's mental model 
and the system.

Updating method of  “known degree” has not been robust against ASR 
errors.

Classify user’s utterance into three groups and improve an estimation of 
user’s mental model.

ASR result
(to be veri�ed)

Counter hypothesis
by reference model

Comparison with the simple classi�cation in which utterances with             are simply rejected.

To generate help messages to �ll the gap 
between the user's mental model and  the actual 
structure of the system.

The system needs to estimate user's mental 
model. We de�ne and maintain it as "known 
degree" on a domain concept tree.

accuracy of 
language understanding

Dialogue data
∙ collected by using Kyoto sightseeing guide 

system
∙ 1512 utterances from 12 novice users
∙ grammar-based ASR engine (Julian)
∙ vocabulary size was 673 words
∙ average ASR accuracy was 42.9%

Reference model for veri�cation
∙ statistical language model-based ASR 

engine (Julius)
∙ vocabulary size was 20000 words 
∙ the model obtained from newspaper 

articles

Result

Determination of the thresholds

Correct answer of UV LU result

Accept
(in-grammar)

Correct (100%)

Some errors (<100%)

No output

Some errors (insertion error)

No output (correct rejection)
Reject

(out-of-grammar)

454 50

29 34

2313

8

84

28

158 104 185

9886166

UV: utterance veri�cation, LU: language understanding

Incorrect LU results were cor-
rectly rejected, and user's 
knowledge about utterance 
patterns was correctly re-
�ected.

Correct LU results were incorrectly 
rejected, but user's knowledge about 
utterance patterns was correctly re�ected.

Some out-of-gramar 
utterances could not be 
rejected. 

Most of the correct LU results 
were correctly accepted.

The utterance veri�cation algorithm 
was very simple:
  only the di�erence in acoustic scores 
between two recognizers were used.
Di�erences in acoustic scores were not 
large enough for short utterances:
  the di�erence are too small to classify 
the utterances.

grammar vocabulary Classi�cation and updating

in-grammar in-vocabulary

out-of-vocabulary

out-of-vocabulary

in-grammar

out-of-grammar

Accept LU results and update known degree 
of uttrance pattern and content word.

Reject LU results and update known degree 
of uttrance pattern only.

Reject LU results and does not update 
known degrees.

: acoustic score
: duration of utterance

Input
Speech

Determination of thresholds with corpus

Assumption about acoustic score

Utterance veri�cation with acoustic score

Classi�cation of utterances

"Please tell me an approach to Yoshida Shrine."User’s input:
"Please tell me the address   to Yoshida Shrine."ASR output:

1. Extract known 
(unknown) concepts 
from the utterances 
and help messages

3. Search an ap-
propriate help 
message from 
the tree

2. Update “know degrees” 
of a domain concept 
tree.

known
concepts

unknown
concepts

0.5 0.5+0.25

0.5+0.125

0.5+0.0625

0.5-0.125 0.5-0.125

Whole system

Get information about temples

Names of temples Names of items

Telephone
number

Kiyomizu
temple

Yasaka
shrine Address

ASR Result

0.5-0.25

“xxxx of Kiyomizu temple” 0.5+0.03125

out-of-vacabulary

Content word

Element

Function

System

∙ Composed of four layers.
∙ Update “known degrees” 

according to ASR result.
∙ Domain concept tree esti-

mates user's mental model.

Simple keyword spotting can not distinguish in-grammar utterances, 
which contain out-of-vocabulary words.

The user knows the acceptable utterance pattern.
The user does not know the acceptable content word.

in-grammar in-vocabulary

out-of-
vocabulary

out-of-
vocabulary

in-grammar

out-of-
grammar

update known degrees of 
content words and utterance 
pattern

update known degrees of ut-
terance pattern only

update no known degree

cost

reject 
all utterances

accept 
all utterances

reject 
all utterances

accept 
all utterances

small difference
in acoustic score

large difference
in acoustic score

the ratio of 
correct utterances 
that are not accepted

(slot error)

the ratio of 
correct utterances 
that are not accepted

(slot error)

the ratio of false acceptace
(false acceptance)

in-grammar out-of-grammar
in-vodabulary out-of-vocabulary

out-of-vocabulary
out-of-grammar

out-of-vocabulary
in-grammar

in-vocabulary
in-grammar

How to determine these borders?

Considering accuracy of accep-
tance and language understanding

Considering accuracy of 
acceptance only.

Future work

Expected result

Unexpected result

∙ Extend our method with another features to 
improve the accuracy of classification.

∙ Integrate this method into the dynamic help 
generation. 

Domain concept tree

LU: language understanding


